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In theory no doubt all Moslems were equal but infact the Arabs alone ruled.

According to the paragraph which sentence is true?   

Arabs did not rule in Abbasid dynasty all Moslems ruled in Abbasid dynasty

all Moslems were not equal doubtly  Arabs ruled in Abbasid dynasty

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which one of the following is the English equivalent of برابر?

doubt equal ruled fact

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

surrounded by a strong bodyguard of troops from khurasan  on whose devotion they could rely 

the Abbasids ruled with ab solute authority over the lives and propertise of their subjects  even as

the sasanian monarchs had ruled before them

how the Abbasid ruled with authority?

surrounded by a strong body guard of troops from khurasan

with week authority

due to their body guards devotion

for the sasanian monarchs

3-

1.

2.

3.

4.

According to above paragraph how Sasanian ruled?

with body guards with absolute authority

with their monarchs with lives and properties of their subjects

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The first who borrow this title in Abbasid times was Abusalama the( minister) of saffah he was

called Waziru Ali Mohammad.The vizier of Muhammads family.

According to above senteuces which one is false?

the first vizier of Abbasids is abu salama

Abu salama is vizier of Muhammads family

saffah has a vizier who named abu salama

Abu salama bore the title of vizier in Abbasid times

5-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The underlined word in ques&on5 -minister_ means........................

caliph friend family vizier

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The brilliant prosperity inaugurated by Mansur and including the reigns of Mahdi  Harun al Rashid

 Mamum  Mutasim and Wathiq that isnearly a hundred years in all

The brilliant prosperity of Abbasid times started at the time of........................

Mahdi Harun Mansur Mamun

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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According to above paragraph in ques&on 7.........................................

reigns of Abbassids was Hundred years

the brilliant period of Abbassids was hundred years

reigns of Mansure was hundred years

Abbasids period was brilliant

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

in paragraph ques&on 7 ( inaugurated )means............................

began continued lang included

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

which word is not synonym with the others?

decline decay sinking promise

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Fell on the battle field" may be paraphrased in to 

killed in the war was in love with another

felt the war searched in field of battle

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.

cruel and treacherous like most of his family Abu jafar Mansur was the greatest ruler in Abbasids

times.

Which one is True?

Mansur was cruel

Mansur was kind

Mansur was not ruler

the greatest family in the world was Abbasids

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The policy of rapprochement was effective.

The underlined word means........................

power caliphate agreement point

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"And pationtly the loved ones absence bear"translatted..............................
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14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Abu l-Atahiya Di bil  Muslim b-walid and Ibrahim of Mosul are afew names which he gathered

around him.

gathered means..........................

collected arrested rejected killed

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The struggle for supremacy was in the main one of persians against arabs.
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16-

1.

2.

3.

4.

 Which one is the english equivalent ofطل�
طل�
طل�
طل�
    	�گ	�گ	�گ	�گ    رو���رو���رو���رو���

scholarship consideration warlik spirit fatal step

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Which one is the English equivalent ofا��را��راا��را��راا��را��راا��را��را

generalissimo caliph mongols empire

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

whole of persia submitted to the authority of Ismail and his famous successors.

The underlinded word is refered to...................................

who are disagree with caliph 

who are around the caliph

who seat on the throne after dead of caliph

who die before caliph

19-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Ibnu l-Amid surpassed all his contem poraries.
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20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 like most of their .......................... the buway hids were shites in religion.

contemporaries country men rivals friends

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Turks have always remained......................to Islam.

rivals concern requires loyal

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sayfu l-Dawla was continuously engageed in harrying Bycontines.

never sometimes always slowly

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Abdullah b.Maymun's real motives were patriotism and personal ambition.

	�5�� 6 "% 7�* ��(� '1��1

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The...............................of the  Abbasid dynasty was from the accession of saffah to the death of

mutasim.

caliphate annals death ministry

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The Arabs fought on the side of......................... 

Mamun Harun Al-Rashid Motavakil Amin

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Said the caliph :you went to a headless youth and......................him.

cajoled forgot stole remained

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The story is to well-known to need............................

repeat repeatability repetition repeater

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Harun himself seems to have recognised how much he..........................to these great persian

barons.

owned killed refused arrested

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The caliph must needs be satisfied withe the empty honour  of  having his name.........................on

the coinage. 

written drown fell stamped

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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